In this paper a metaheuristic based newfangled adaptive weighted improved discrete particle swarm optimization (AWIDPSO) algorithm is applied to minimize the load balancing index in radial distribution network reconfiguration (RDNR) problem. It is devised as extremely nonlinear and multimodal optimization problem under practical constraints. In order to improve the solution quality the constraint violations are augmented with objective function. Further, adaptively varying inertia weight increases the possible solution in the global search space and the proposed algorithm has obtained the optimal solution within lesser executing time. In this study, 33-bus system is analyzed for optimal network reconfiguration using the developed framework. Comparison of the simulated results with the results of well known prudent optimization technique confirms the applicability of the AWIDPSO algorithm for RDNR problem.
Introduction
In the rapidly growing research field emerging optimization technique facilitates to find a feasible solution for complex engineering problems. In which metaheuristic optimization is one that deals with optimization problems using metaheuristic algorithms. These are the simplest sense, gradientfree, non-deterministic, not problem specific and have been inspired by the natural selection process. Moreover, randomness features, intensification, and diversification driving forces of the metaheuristic algorithms bring the control parameters of the nonlinear problem to the edge, whereas, mathematical methods difficult to produce an accurate result. So, the metaheuristic optimization is to be an effective tool to solve nonlinear problems [1] . As stated above it is not a problem specific, has less hold on initial solution point and tendency to solve large-scale and any kind of complex engineering problem, the researchers are motivated to solve distribution network reconfiguration (DNR) problem. It can be mathematically formulated as an optimization problem subjected to various operational constraints to ascertain radiality in the distribution network optimally that reduces the power loss and minimizes load balancing index [2] [3] or maximize the benefits under the normal operation conditions [4] .
In this context some metaheuristic algorithms such as genetic algorithm (GA) [5] , a new hybrid evolutionary algorithm (EA) based on the combination of the honey bee mating optimization (HBMO) and the particle swarm optimization (PSO) [6] , plant growth simulation algorithm [7] , modified shuffled frog leaping algorithm (MSFLA) [8] , fuzzy based multiobjective ant colony search-based algorithm (FMACSA) [9] , PSO with a big bang-big crunch algorithm BB-BCA [10] and invasive weed optimization (IWO) [11] have been enhancing the global search capability in the search region for minimizing the load balancing index of distribution network. Alternatively, Myint has applied exhaustive search techniques for minimizing power loss and improving voltage profile of the distribution networks are located in Dagon Seikkan Township in Yangon [12] . Afterwards the PSO-BB-BCA algorithm was applied DNR problem in the presence of capacitor placement [13] whereas; artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm has been employed to minimize distribution power loss minimization in the existence of distributed generation and capacitor [14] . Rameshkumar et al., has applied discrete particle swarm optimization (DPSO) algorithm for solving permutation flow shop scheduling problems with the objective of minimizing the make-span [15] . Followed, Mingyu Li et al., has proposed an improved discrete particle swarm optimization (IDPSO) algorithm for high-speed train assembly sequence planning where the particles have a larger probability learning coefficients that improves the convergence rate [16] .
As far as the state-of-the art, literature, it is understood that a proper balance between intensification and diversification of a metaheuristic technique facilitates to find a feasible solution. In [6] global search behavior of PSO is combined with local search behavior of HBMO whereas, in [10, 13] the exploration ability of BB-BC is integrated with the exploitation ability of PSO. Despite, these algorithms have found optimum radial structure; it is not an end global solution to DNR problem.
The DNR is a complex combinatorial problem which involves discrete control variables (position of the tie and sectionalizing switches) that should be evaluated each and every iteration to find the optimal radial structure. As, [15] and [16] proven its ability for finding good quality of solution it is motivated to optimize the above stated control variables, but the larger learning coefficients might tune the exploration ability of the algorithm that has improved convergence rate only. Therefore, in this paper an adaptive weighted improved discrete particle swarm optimization (AWIDPSO) is proposed for finding feasible solutions to DNR problem. In which the dynamically varying weight coefficient of the evolution and aggregation, speed factor provides necessary strategic balance between intensification and diversification to find out the best solution quickly and ride over the local optima. The highlights of this work are:
 The IEEE 33 bus system data is suitably incorporated in the developed AWIDPSO algorithm.  The constraint violation is properly handled using appropriate mechanism.  A newfangled DNR framework is proposed to minimize load balance index.  The optimal solution is obtained very shorter process time.  The versatile characteristics of AWIDPSO algorithm are explored by comparing its solution with prudent optimization. The paper is organized into six sections, in the next section, mathematical formulation of AWIDPSO algorithm as an optimization tool is briefed. Section 3 describes the DNR problem, whereas; section 4 deals application of AWIDPSO algorithms for finding the optimal radial operating structure. The numerical simulation results are presented and have compared in section 5. Finally, the conclusion is presented in the last section.
AWIDPSO algorithm
The traditional particle swarm optimization (PSO) is proposed by Eberhart and Kennedy inspired by the social behavior of organisms such as bird flocking and fish schooling. In basic PSO the particles are initialized randomly, then the velocity of the agents is updated using an integrated exploration and exploitation principle, with this information the position of the agent is updated towards the best solution in the feasible region during iterative process. Though, PSO algorithm has converged quickly in the beginning stage of the optimization and often falls into local optimum at the end while solving complex engineering problems. Followed, improved discrete particle swarm optimization (IDPSO) algorithm has been proposed by changing the parameters such as the inertia weight, the learning factors and the size of the population. In which the value of the inertia weight in the velocity update equation decreases linearly from an initial value (wmax) to a final value (wmin). It improves global search capability of the IDPSO and make IDPSO algorithm find the fittest area quickly. However, the optimization accuracy of the above algorithms would decrease for the nonlinear optimization problem.
The inertia weight w plays an important role in updating particle's velocity that improves the convergence rate and controls the exploration and exploitation process. The selection of bigger valued inertia weight accelerates the particles in the global search space quickly and a smaller valued inertia weight accelerates the particles in the local search space steadily. Therefore, a dynamically changing inertia weight strategy is introduced in the IDPSO algorithm wherein the inertia weight changes from a bigger value to a smaller value adaptively and achieves a comparatively optimal accuracy and speedy convergence; hence it is named as adaptive weighted IDPSO (AWIDPSO) algorithm. Then, the velocity and position of the particle in the AWIDPSO algorithm are renewed after the iteration as follows. 
Where, Evolution speed factor (e)
Aggregation degree factor (s)
Current mean of all individual optimal value
and wmax is maximum inertia weight we is weight coefficient of "e" ws is weight coefficient of "s" c1 and c2 are nonnegative learning factors It can be seen from the velocity update formula (1) that the value of current velocity inertia weight coefficient adaptively changes according to the realtime state of all particles. As the iteration time increases, c1 is reduced and c2 is increased gradually for obtaining strategic balancing between global and local search. At the premise of diversity assurance, AWDPSO algorithm can effectively improve the algorithm convergence speed and achieve a relatively optimal accuracy and speed.
Pseudo code of AWIDPSO
Step-1: Initialize the parameters: Swarm size, max no. of cycles, each agent's position and velocity, local-best position and global best position, nonnegative learning factors, maximum inertia weight of the evolution speed and aggregation factors.
Step-2: Updating and Fitness evaluation.
Step-3: FOR iteration number t = 1; REPEAT
Step-4: Renew the velocity and position of each agent according to Eq. (1) and (2) Step-6: UNTIL iteration = Maximum;
Step-7: STOP Step-8: OUTPUT = gbest,i
Problem formulation
The electrical distribution system is a widespread network and group of networks are interconnected as meshed structure. These are configured as a radial in structure using sectionalizing switch/ tie switch under normal operating condition to transfer the load among the feeders and to facilitate simple protective scheme. Therefore, it is stated that the DNR is a task of changing the structure of the distribution network to maintain the optimum radial operating structure. In this paper the DNR problem is formulated as a complicated combinatorial, non-differentiable constrained optimization problem to minimize the load balancing index.
Objective function
Load imbalance is often happening in a distribution system due to a mixture of different types of loads and its pattern. For the purpose of load balancing, the radial structure of the distribution feeders can be modified from time to time in order to reschedule the load currents more efficiently for loss minimization. The load-balancing problem comprises two indices, one is line usage index (LUI) and another is a system load balancing index (LBI). The first one is defined as a measure of what portion of the branches has been loaded without exceeding the rated capacity of that branch. The LUI of i th branch is calculated using Eq. (6). Now the system LBI is defined as:
Where, Var represents the variance operation. However, the smaller value of the LUI index indicates that the load balancing has been conducted more efficiently. Therefore, the objective of minimizing load balancing index (LBI) is expressed as follows:
Constraints
Bus voltages after reconfiguration should be in their permissible range specified by the system operator:
Where, Vmin and Vmax are minimum and maximum node voltage of j th node in pu. The current in each branch must satisfy the branch's capacity. 
Computational flow
The conquest step by step procedure of implementing AWIDPSO for DNR problem is described as follows:
Step 1: Initialization of particles
The tie-switches to be opened for maintaining feasible radial topology are control variables to the AWIDPSO. These control variables are integer numbers, the number of control variable is the sum of the number of tie switches which is randomly chosen from each fundamental loop. Thus, the number of fundamental loops (NL) is determined using Eq. (12) .
Step 2: Structure of initial population As the control variable is an integer number and have been selected one from each loop it can be stated that the number of fundamental loops is equal to the number of tie-switches to be opened for maintaining radial structure. Then uniformly distributed random integer is generated using Eq. 
Then the randomly generated NP populations have initially structured as matrix and it is represented in Eq. (14). 
Step 3: Estimation of augmented objective function From the initial position of the population, the radial structure has been realized through a suitable mechanism, and then a standard distribution load flow algorithm is executed and the value of fitness function is calculated from its solution. In order to handle constraint violation an augmented objective function (AOF) is derived using (15) , which is the aggregate of the fitness function and the squared sum of the violated voltage (SCV) and current constraints (SCI) with a high valued scalar multiplier. Further, this mechanism converts the primal constrained problem into an unconstrained problem and guides the search process towards the desirable solution. Step
4: Evaluation of Fitness and of best position
The fitness value of all individuals of the current particle set matrix (X) is calculated using (18). The fitness of i th individual is chosen as the best local position (pbest) and the individual that has the maximum objective value should be chosen as its neighborhood i.e. global position (gbest). Step 5: Updating particle position for optimal solution The velocity of the i th individual should be updated in accordance with (1) and the modified position for the i th individual should be calculated based on (2) . The new position of each particle may violate allowable ranges and it is limited to the respective range.
Step 6: Fitness re-estimation
With the new position of each control variable, a standard load flow is run and the AOF is calculated and followed the best position of fitness is evaluated to identify a global best solution.
Step 7: Stopping criterion
If iter<max cycle; AOF is estimated. Otherwise, the AWIDPSO algorithm terminates
Result and discussion
Standard IEEE 33-bus, 12.66 kV and 100 MVA base radial distribution system is considered for this study. It consists of 32 sectionalizing switches and 5 tie-switches namely 33, 34, 35, 36 and 37. The total load conditions are 3715 kW and 2300 kVAr, the initial power losses and minimum per unit voltage are 202.67 kW and 0.913, respectively. The complete particulars can be found in [2] . The AWIDPSO algorithm is developed in the MATLAB 7.9 platform and is implemented on an Intel ® CoreTM i5-4210C CPU, 1.70GHz, 4-GB RAM digital computer. The DNR problem is simulated using AWIDPSO for minimizing load balancing index. The simulated result of the test system is compared with the previous methods in order to substantiate the robustness of the algorithm.
Optimal reconfiguration
To prove the potentiality of the proposed AWIDPSO for minimizing load balancing index, it is executed with suitable control parameters and the tie-switch position is optimized over 100 independent iterations. As a result, the independent optimal tie-switch position, load balance index, node's minimum voltage and computational times are presented in Table 1 .
It is recognized that there are three new [7, 11 and 31] branches are opened optimally at the same time tie-switches 33, 35 and 36 have been closed simultaneously to maintain radial structure. The minimum node voltage is found 0.9428 p u., whereas LBI was 0.33820 and the algorithm has optimized the problem in 11.18 seconds. The corresponding network reconfiguration is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Table 2 shows the comparison of optimal tieswitches position, LBI and its improvement that has obtained by FMACSA [9] , IWO [11] , HBB-BC [10] and proposed AWIDPSO. The proposed method was minimized the LBI more extent and it has improved 78.54% from initial state while 55.13%, 9.36% and 36.67% with respect to FMACSA [9] , IWO [11] and HBB-BC [10] respectively. Further, it is noticed that the voltage regulation was 6.17%, which is lesser than other methods. Moreover, the algorithm exhibits stable and steady characteristic once again and is given in Fig. 2 .
Solution quality improvement
In fact, this algorithm indulges dynamically varying evolution speed and aggregation degree, factors to increase the global search ability to reduce the problem of the algorithm being trapped into the local optimum problem. However, the updating of the w using adaptively changing strategy is not only related to the number of iterations, but also closely related to the algorithm dynamic performance of all particles. Further, it could enhance the population diversity and hence the proposed algorithm provides better solution than other methods. The branch current profile corresponding to the minimum LBI is presented in Fig. 3 . Where, the branch current before and after network reconfiguration is compared and it is revealed that the branch current satisfies the line ampacity after reconfiguration by the proposed algorithm for the entire node. Further, power flows and power loss at branch level have been obtained by the proposed algorithm is compared with the values that were obtained at initial state in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. The power flow in each branch is reduced after reconfiguration that shows the feeders are free from overloading and moreover, facilitates to carry additional load in future. The power loss in each branch after reconfiguration is reduced almost, except at 3, 4, 5, 6, 18, 20, 21, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 32, 33, 35 and 36, where the losses are increased because of shifting of loads onto these feeders.
Statistical analysis
The feasible solutions of the DNR for minimum LBI over 30 independent run are statistically analyzed and the test results are presented in Table 3 , it contains the best, average and worst values among the final solutions that have obtained by AWIDPSO and HBB-BC [10] algorithms. As the AWIDPSO algorithm has the lowest standard deviation, the best solution is clustered closely around the average value and it shows the ability of the proposed algorithm in finding optimum solutions. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a powerful metaheuristic adaptive weighted improved discrete particle swarm optimization algorithm is successfully employed to minimize the load balancing index so as to reduce real power loss and improving the voltage profile. Simulation is carried on 33 bus system and the simulated results are compared with earlier research work.
Therefore, it is concluded that the proposed algorithm robustness and effective alternative for finding global optimum network reconfiguration. It is found that the selection of the tie-switch shows its uniqueness and the obtained configuration is independent of the initial configuration of the network. Further, provides solution to minimize LBI in the radial distribution system and finally, the numerical results would be useful for power distribution companies.
Due to the concern over global warming, penetration of renewable energy resources necessitate. Optimal location and analyze the distribution network in the presence of distributed generation using the proposed algorithm is considered as future scope. 
